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Sylvain Ehrenfeld
Jackie Pope
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Lucy Schmitz, Youth Representative at the UN

Please provide brief updates on the following areas of the AEU participation in or with the Affiliate that occurred or developed during 2014:

Affiliate’s Description: We work to implement the highest principles of the UN, the AEU and the Culture of Peace

AEU Program(s)/Event(s) in conjunction with the Affiliate, including date, location:
Interfaith Harmony Week – February 2014
Rose L. Walker Grant to “The Sanctuary” a Bergen Society Project – April 2014
NES Luncheon at the AEU Assembly – May 2014
Society Platforms and “From UN” articles published - various times
UN representation at the UN through the CONGO Committee Spirituality, Values and Global Concerns, Global Movement for Culture of Peace, Climate Change Working Group at the UN, People’s Climate March – September 2014

Goals for 2015:
Support FES Conference
Improve our online presence with more content on website and Facebook
Provide Seed Grants through the Rose L. Walker Fund & raise funds to support that effort
Rose L. Walker Fund invests in fossil fuel economy holdings
Society Programs and Newsletter articles
UN representation at the UN through the above committees, plus the Post-2015 Sustainable Development Agenda
More society programs on peacekeeping, interfaith harmony, …